Our goal.

To support your academic journey, enhance your industry connections, foster innovative thinking, and guide you in leveraging CAIA’s body of research. You’ll gain the knowledge and insights necessary for constructing better portfolios and be connected with the CAIA global community.

Benefits for Students Pursuing the CAIA designation

• Network with CAIA’s global community of alternative investment professionals to boost your visibility in the competitive undergraduate and graduate recruitment scene.

• Tap into valuable career insights and guidance from your school’s alumni who are CAIA Members — a chance to learn from the best!

• Explore scholarship options to pursue the esteemed CAIA Charter, a globally recognized credential that can set you apart in the finance world.

• Dive monthly into CAIA’s Chronicles of an Allocator newsletter, unlocking exclusive industry updates and knowledge to enrich your understanding of alternative investments.

Ready to shape your future?

Ask your professor for details about a CAIA Academic Partner Scholarship. Scholarship applications must be submitted by December 15, 2023.